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The simulation of pedestrian movement in a dynamic environment is an important challenge in
engineering safety simulation. One application is pedestrian dynamics for construction sites.
The responsible management must ensure the safety of their workers on the construction site.
In recent years, the use of computer simulations has become an important tool for designing
safe pedestrian patterns. In this paper we describe a simulation of workers in a construction
environment with moving obstacles. The simulation models the movements of the workers
and obstacles in a 2D plane, with all the moving obstacles such as bulldozers, excavators and
other heavy machines having a safety area around them. This safety area approximates the
tendency of humans to avoid moving objects more so than static ones. Our method is based on
a combination of repelling and attractive forces. The sum of all the forces shapes the path that
a pedestrian will take.
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1. Introduction

The safety of workers on large construction sites is a complex and important topic in the
field of civil engineering. To prevent worker injury, the construction management must have
information about the movements of their workers on the construction site. One way to obtain
this information is through pedestrian dynamics simulation. Pedestrian dynamics simulations
are normally modeled with the help of three independent and interacting layers (Hoogendorn
& Bovy , 2004): strategic, tactical and operational.

The strategic layer determines which destination a pedestrian is heading to next. For every
day purposes, this decision process can be carried out by cognitive decision models (Kielar &
Borrmann , 2016). However, in the case of construction workers, the different places where
they have to work is predefined by the daily work schedule. Thus our simulation uses this
schedule to define the sequential order in which a worker goes from one place to another (see
Section 3.3).

The tactical layer provides the route along which the pedestrian will move in order to reach
the final point. The literature covers a range of tactical models, from the easiest “shortest path”,
e.g. the algorithm A* (Kadry et al. , 2012), to more complex approaches taking into account
psychological knowledge (Kielar et al. , 2016). In our simulation model, the tactical layer
consists of an attractive force which acts all over the construction site (see Section 3.3) and
determine the destination of the worker.

The operational layer models actual movement. For example, in our case the operational
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layer ensures that the pedestrian will not collide with other pedestrians or obstacles. Moreover
the operational layer describes the repulsive forces which act on obstacles, either fixed or
moving.

Models of Pedestrian dynamics can be simulated on different space-dependent scales: the
three most common are macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic. The difference between the
macroscopic and non-macroscopic approaches is that macroscopic models only use cumulative
parameters (e.g. pedestrian densities), whereas non-macroscopic models consider pedestrians
as individual and discrete agents. The most common macroscopic model is the LWR-model
(Lighthill & Whitham , 1955; Richards , 1956; Colombo & Rosini , 2005). There are non-
macroscopic models that can simulate individual pedestrians: microscopic models, such as
social force models (Helbing & Molnár , 1995), and mesoscopic cellular automata models
(Blue & Adler , 1998). Additionally, hybrid models can combine models from different spatial
scales to lower the overall computational cost (Biedermann et al. , 2014, 2016; Ijaz et al. ,
2015).

The content of this paper is divided as follows. The second section describes the background
for our solution and discusses the advantages and disadvantages of other approaches. In the
third section there is a detailed explanation of the potential field algorithm applied in our
solution. In Section 4, we describe the implementation and the main characteristics of the
application developed for this project. The fifth section presents the conclusions and future
steps for this project.

2. Related work

For this work, defining and describing pedestrians in a dynamic environment, the construction
site was described using social force model (Helbing & Molnár , 1995) and obstacle avoidance
algorithms. All obstacles are modeled by their shape and define an area that should be avoided
by pedestrians. This approach allows us to define interest points for the pedestrians, and create
the construction site as a group of zones where the pedestrians can move safely. For the three
algorithms that were studied, the following assumptions hold:

• The obstacles can have arbitrary shapes.

• The working space is considered in 2D.

• Every single pedestrian has to reach a final point.

These algorithms are briefly described in the next section. The “Visibility graph” algorithm
(Huang & Chung , 2004) defines the obstacles as polygons. The goal is to find the shortest path
to the final point. The "Visibility graph" is an indirect method which consist of connecting the
two main points, in our case this means starting and final points, with all the corners of the
obstacles with straight lines (See Figure 1).

A requirement of the line is that it must not pass through the internal area of the polygon.
Considering this, a network that connects all the corners of the obstacles and the final and initial
points is created. Finding and choosing the shortest path is now only a problem of comparison.
After that, the pedestrian can move following the line of decided path. Figure 1 demonstrates
how the algorithm works. The pedestrian moves from the starting point to the corners and then
continue from the corners to the end point.

The disadvantages of this method are that all objects have to be described by polygons,
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Fig. 1. Visibility Graph example

that makes it more difficult to work with continuous shapes. To find the shortest path, all the
possible paths must be compared, which leads to a higher computational effort compared with
other methods.

Another approach is the so called bug algorithm (Yufka & Parlaktuna , 2009), which mimics
the behavior of insects, such as ants. It can be divided into two steps:

1- Draw the shortest line that connect the starting point and the final one.

2- The pedestrian must move along the line until one of the following two case is met :

2.1- If the pedestrian reaches the final point then stop.
2.2- If the pedestrian touches an obstacle, he stops there, follows the shape of the obstacles

until he reaches the shortest line again. Return to step 2 (See Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Bug Algorithm example

This approach works with any shape of the obstacles, however, it requires that the pedestrian
gets close to the obstacle and the path is not smooth.

During our research for the best algorithm to implement we discarded the visibility graph
and bug algorithm because of the inconveniences of each one:

• In the bug algorithm, the pedestrians have to reach the obstacles in order to avoid them, but
this is unacceptable since they should start avoiding the obstacles before reaching them.

• In the case of the visibility graph method, the path may be computed avoiding the edges
of the obstacles, however, this method is not very efficient to work with dynamic updating
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of the elements in the simulation.

3. Simulation model

3.1. Strategic layer

The strategic layer is created because all the workers have a work schedule. To model this,
we create arrays for each pedestrian that contain their destinations one needs to reach during
the simulation. Each destination represents a place where the worker has to do a task e.g.
building a wall, collecting material, etc. Thus, the worker waits for some time at each of these
destinations. This represents that the worker is performing some task in that place.

Since the workflow of the worker is linear, there is always only one goal for each point in
time. When the current goal is accomplished the next one is adapted as the new goal. This
process continues until the pedestrian gets to all the destinations in the array.

3.2. Tactical and operational layer

In this approach the tactical and operational layer are composed of the attractive and repulsive
forces of the next destination a pedestrian is heading to.

3.3. Algorithm approach

As an alternative to the approaches described in Section 2, one of our requirements is an
algorithm which can avoid obstacles, for example, the movements of vehicles on a construction
site.

The approach relies on a model of the construction site having two artificial fields: attraction
and repulsion. Our approach thus follows the idea of social force (Helbing & Molnár ,
1995). Our approach is a representation of physical phenomena, where the target points can
be modeled as sinks and the obstacles as surfaces with high elevation. The pedestrian can then
be modeled as a free object that will move around according to the sum of the attractive and
repulsive forces (see Figure 3c).

As described above, the destination is the source of the attractive field, acting all over the
field with a constant value (see Figure 3a). When the pedestrian is far away or very close to the
goal, the strength of the field will decrease. In contrast, all the obstacles will create a repulsive
field around them with in a limited range. When the pedestrian is inside the effective area of
the obstacle’s field, the force will increase as the pedestrian gets closer (see Figure 3b).
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a) b) c)

Fig. 3. a) Representation of attractive force, b) Representation of repulsive force, c) The 3d representa-
tion of repulsive (peak values) and attractive (dip values) forces

The governing equations for the attractive and repulsive fields are as follows:
Equations for the attraction force

U = Pg − Pp (1)

Û =
U

‖U‖
=̂ a vector of unit length from the pedestrian to the goal (2)

If the pedestrian is inside the goal zone:

FA = αU (3)

If the pedestrian is far from the goal zone:

FA = βÛ (4)

where:

Pg=̂ Position of the Goal

Pp=̂ Position of the Pedestrian

FA=̂ Attraction Force

r=̂ Radius of the goal zone

β=̂ Magnitude of the force for all the field

α =
β

r
=̂ Constant to decrease the force inside the goal zone

Equations for the repulsive force

V = Pp − Po (5)

V̂ =
V

‖V ‖
vector of unit length from the obstacle to the pedestrian (6)

If the pedestrian is inside of the restricted area of the obstacle:

FR = SV̂ (7)
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If the pedestrian is inside of the effective area ρ of the obstacle:

FR = γ(ro − ‖V ‖)Û (8)

where :

ro=̂Effect area of obstacle

S=̂ Speed of the obstacle

P0=̂ Position of the Obstacles

PP =̂ Position of Pedestrian

FR=̂ Repulsive Force

γ=̂ Magnitude of the repulsive force

To apply the previous equations, it is necessary to know whether the pedestrian is inside the
effective area of an obstacle, which, for polygons is calculated by the following method: the
obstacles are defined by a set of points given in counter clockwise direction. For each edge of
the obstacle the equation of the line is defined from two points as follows:

P1 = (x1, y1) (9)

P2 = (x2, y2) (10)

Ax+By + C = 0 (11)

where

A = y2 − y1 (12)

B = x1 − x2 (13)

C = y1x2 − x1y2 (14)

(15)

To verify if the pedestrian is in a position in the view side of one edge, the following condition
has to be fulfilled (see Figure 4):

D1 +D2 = L (16)

where:

D1=̂ Distance to the P1 normal line

D2=̂ Distance to the P2 normal line

L=̂ Length of the edge
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Fig. 4. Method for verifing the presence of pedestrians near an obstacle

Once the pedestrian is confirmed to be in the range of one edge, then the distance to the
edge, D, has to be checked to verify that it is smaller than the effective area for that obstacle:

D =
Ax+By + C

L
(17)

By combining these two fields at each point on the grid, there will be a unique force equivalent
to the sum of gradients from nearby obstacles and the target point.

In Figure 5 we can visualize the sum of both fields in the total area of the scenario, creating,
in some point, “pure attractive fields” (A) where the obstacle has no effect. Elsewhere, the sum
of both effects, attraction and repulsion, can push together in the direction of the target point
(B). A special case is when the attractive and repulsive forces are opposed, and the sum of the
forces from the obstacle and the target may become zero (C).

Fig. 5. Potential field behaviour on the construction site

The main force action on the pedestrians is called the action vector. It will give the direction
to pedestrian, and the magnitude of the action vector corresponds roughly to the movement of
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the pedestrian (see Figure 6).

Fig. 6. History of the trajectory followed by the pedestrians

3.4. Local Zero

One important problem is the local zero or “local minima” (Koren & Borenstein , 1991), where
the attracting and repulsing fields have the same values but in opposite directions. In these
cases the pedestrian will get stuck in that point. To avoid the creation of convergence points out
of the desired target, two additional potential fields may be added to the previous formulation
to take the pedestrian out of the local minima:

• Rotational field around the obstacles: this option will help us to avoid the local minimum,
breaks the symmetry and guides the pedestrian around groups of obstacles when they are
in movement (see Figure 7a).

• Random field: the creation of small random forces around the obstacle gets the pedestrian
unstuck and avoids some local minimum (see Figure 7b).

a) b)

Fig. 7. a) Rotational field example, b) Random field example

3.5. Moving Obstacles

In this section, the representation of all the obstacles in the simulation is described in detail. As
mentioned before, the main goal is to obtain results from a dynamic simulation, which means
that the environment consists of moving obstacles with different shapes that should be avoided
by the pedestrians. The moving obstacles represent the machines in the construction site, such
as excavators, bulldozers and other heavy machines. The different types of obstacles available
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in the simulation are:

• Obstacles of arbitrary shapes with fixed path and a waiting time at some points

• Moving obstacles that avoid each other

• Fixed obstacles

• Pedestrians are also obstacles that are avoided by other pedestrians

The methodology described in Section 3.4 is applied to fixed obstacles. However, since
the goal of this work is to create dynamic simulations with moving objects, the following
considerations were applied:

• The range of the potential field is larger in the movement directions of the obstacle, See
Figure 8b.

• The rotation field is always pointing in the opposite relative direction to the movement of
the obstacle. Moreover it is positioned in the obstacle center (see Figure 8b).

s = V̂ ∗ F̂ (18)

where:

V̂ = Vector of the velocity

F̂ = Potential field created by the obstacle

If s > 0 then the potential field created by the obstacle is increased by 50 percent.

r = V̂ ∗ R̂ (19)

where:

R=̂Rotational field created by the obstacle

If r > 0 then the rotational field is inverted

R̂ = −R̂ (20)

The sum of these two effects will help pedestrians avoid the moving obstacles by creating
paths in the opposite direction of the movement of the obstacles, which leads to safer paths
across the simulated environment. Figure 8 visualizes the difference between fixed and moving
obstacles.
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a) b)

Fig. 8. Visualization in 2D & 3D of potential fields a) Fixed obstacle b) Moving obstacle

4. Flow-Chart of the simulation model

This section explains the considerations applied in the simulation and the way it was imple-
mented. All the pedestrians and objects are created with a finite number of points of interest
representing goals. As it is described in Figure 9, to reach a goal, each pedestrian computes
the distance to the goal, thereby calculation the attractive field. The repulsive field for the
pedestrians is computed by measuring the distance to all the obstacles and other pedestrians
and then summing up the effects of all of them to create the total repulsive field. After that,
the norm of the force is switched according to the value of the distance. If it is lower than the
safety distance, then it reaches the maximum value,and, if not, the norm is proportional to the
distance.

The repulsive force for the moving obstacles is computed in a similar way, with the
difference that the influence of the pedestrians is not considered, (i.e. changing direction,
decreasing velocity, etc.). Moreover, the computation of the potential field is done only
considering the current state of all the elements in the simulation. The pedestrians do not
make any predictions about the obstacles and vice versa.
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Fig. 9. Flow Diagram of Potential Fields

Conclusion

In this paper, we present an algorithm allowing pedestrians to avoid obstacles in a dynamic
environment. Our approach for avoiding obstacles is successful representing the movement of
pedestrians in a dynamic environment. The working stations of the workers and the routes of
the machines were used as input to set up the environment and simulate the interaction between
them. This was done bearing in mind that the pedestrians will avoid both other pedestrians and
obstacles. Regarding the machines, or moving obstacles, they will only avoid other obstacles,
but the presence of pedestrians does not have an effect on their trajectories.

The developed application outputs the history of the points that describe the trajectory. This
can be visualized and may be used to define both the safe routes in a construction site where the
workers can move with low risk, and the high risk areas that the pedestrians should avoid. The
algorithm used in this project is not limited to simulation of construction sites. Its applications
can be extended and used to create any scenario where the user wants to find safe paths or zones
for pedestrians in dynamic environments. An aspect that must to be considered for future work
is the pedestrians’ effect on the moving obstacles. Most of the time the machine is not aware
of the pedestrians and will not try to avoid them. However, there may be situations where the
driver of the machine sees the pedestrians and may try to avoid them.
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